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Dear CAPCO Staff Member: 
 
It is our policy that accident prevention shall be considered of primary importance in all phases of 
our business. 
 
This is your personal copy of CAPCOs’ Injury & Illness Prevention Program explaining some of our 
rules and regulations, along with our safety policy. This also explains your rights to Worker’s 
Compensation Insurance coverage if you are injured on the job.  
 
Employees have the following rights under this program: 

♦ To be advised of occupational safety and health hazards and to receive training of safe 
work conditions, practices and personal protective equipment. 

♦ To provide information to management on safety hazards, request information or make 
safety suggestions without fear of reprisal. 

 
Employees have a duty to comply with the following requirements to make the workplace 
safe for themselves and fellow employees: 

♦ To know the Code of Safe Practices for the general work area and for your job. 
♦ To comply with working conditions, safe work practices and requirements for your job. 
♦ To report any unsafe working conditions to your supervisor immediately. 

 
It is our sincere hope that you are never injured. However, if you are injured on the job, we want 
you to have the best medical care we can get for you, and we want that care to be provided to you 
immediately. In addition, we want to be sure that all of your other benefits be paid to you promptly 
and without costly and time-consuming court litigation. 
 
However, if you delay in reporting an injury we cannot do our part. No matter how small an 
accident you may be involved in, report it immediately to your supervisor. You will be given an 
Accident Report to complete and give to your supervisor. 
 
Please read this material carefully and refer to it whenever you have a question. If a question is not 
answered, or you need help in resolving any dispute you may have over an injury claim, please 
contact Human Resources for assistance. 
 
 
It is the intention of Cortland County Community Action Program, Inc. (CAPCO) management to 
provide safe and healthy working conditions and to establish and insist upon safe practices at all 
times by all employees. 
 
Federal and State Occupational Safety and Health Acts and good safety practice requires that all 
employers provide safe and healthful working conditions for all of their employees. Our primary 
goal is to achieve the greatest degree of freedom from accidents and to ensure that every 
employee is provided a safe and healthy working environment, free from recognized hazards. 
 
 
Each individual employee needs to know and understand the following: 

♦ No one is expected to undertake a job until s/he has received instructions on how to do it 
properly and has been authorized to perform that job. 

♦ No one should undertake a job that appears to be unsafe or, use chemicals without 
understanding their toxic properties. 

♦ We expect you to report to us any unsafe conditions encountered during your work. 
♦ Any injury or illness suffered by an employee, even a slight one, must be reported. 
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It is the responsibility of each employee to follow all of our safety rules and procedures. Each 
employee has certain duties to ensure safety on the job, for themselves and other employees. 
These include: 

♦ Knowing your job and always-applying safe work practices. 
♦ Recognizing the hazards of the job and taking precautions to ensure the safety of yourself 

and others. 
♦ Informing us of hazards and making recommendations to eliminate these hazards or how 

to improve safety performance. 
♦ Complying with all safety instructions from supervisors. 
♦ Obeying health and safety warning signs and standards. 
♦ In the event of an injury, report it immediately to the supervisor. The supervisor will refer 

you to the approved medical clinic for medical attention. 
♦ Using work-site first aid facilities, when available and practical. 

 
The Code of Safe Practices is a follows: 

♦ Employees are to follow safe practice rules, and report all unsafe conditions or practices to 
their supervisor. Supervisors shall insist that employees observe and obey every rule and 
all regulations and safety orders as is necessary to the safe conduct of the work, and they 
shall take such action as is necessary to obtain compliance. 

♦ Anyone known to be under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs shall not be allowed on the 
job while in that condition. 

♦ No one shall knowingly be permitted or required to work while his or her ability or alertness 
is so impaired by fatigue, illness, or other causes that they might unnecessarily expose that 
individual or others to injury. 

♦ Horseplay, scuffling, and other acts which tend to endanger the safety or well being of 
employees are prohibited. 

♦ Work should be well planned and supervised to prevent injuries when working with 
equipment, and handling heavy materials. 

♦ Practices safe lifting in all cases: Think and plan before using manual effort, don’t twist or 
jerk while lifting, keep loads close to the body, keep your back in its natural curvature, get 
help if needed, and use mechanical assistance whenever it is available. Ask for help when 
it is necessary to lift or move any object, which, because of its weight or shape, is difficult 
for one person to handle safely. Limit your lifting to 40 lbs. Practice safe lifting and exertion 
methods off the job, too. 

♦ Employees are not to handle or tamper with any electrical equipment, machinery, or air or 
water lines in a manner not within the scope of their duties, unless they have received 
instructions from their supervisor/employer. 

 
GENERAL SAFETY RULES 
Observance of safety rules and procedures are valuable tools in helping an employee to perform 
his/her job in the safest manner possible and in maintaining safe-working conditions. 
 
The following general safety rules and procedures are preventative measures to be followed and 
observed by all staff, to reduce the risk of workplace accidents. 
 
These safety rules are agency policy and all employees should familiarize themselves with each of 
them. 
 
You are working for an agency, which is sincere in its desire to conduct all of its operations in the 
safest manner possible. Compliance with the General Safety Rules listed below will assist us in 
achieving this objective. 
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These rules are the minimum guides for working safely. Your continued awareness and 
cooperation in safety is a vital part of your job. It is your duty to apply these standards of safety 
control. 
 
As a valued employee, you are covered under the Workers’ Compensation Laws of the State of 
New York. These laws protect you against financial loss due to work-related injury or illness. 
 
Before starting on any job assignment, get a detailed verbal description of the duties you are to 
perform from your supervisor. Do not perform any work you consider potentially injurious to your 
safety or health, without first discussing this with your supervisor. 
 
            General Safety Rules 

♦ If you are involved in an accident that results in personal injury or damage to property, no 
matter how small, the accident must be reported immediately to your supervisor. 

♦ Do not operate any equipment, which in your opinion, is not in a safe condition. 
♦ Obey all agency rules, governmental regulations, signs, markings, and instructions. Be 

particularly familiar with those that apply directly to you. If you don’t know, ask. 
♦ Don’t engage in any form of horseplay. Horseplay and practical jokes can cause a serious 

injury and are not permitted while you are on the job. 
♦ Do not distract or startle fellow workers while they are working. Unnecessary talking, 

shouting, or other loud noises, which may take the attention of other employees away from 
their work, is a safety hazard to you and others.  

♦ Wipe up any spilled liquids from the floor immediately. 
♦ If office equipment is not working properly, turn equipment off and report the malfunction 

immediately. 
♦ Worn wiring, overloaded outlets, defective equipment, should not be used. 
♦ Use office chairs only for intended use. Do not stand on chairs, table or desks to obtain or 

reach for any object. 
♦ Do not attempt to move office equipment. Ask for help. 
♦ Keep desk drawers, file cabinets and doors in closed position when not in use to avoid 

tripping or striking. 
♦ When using copy machines, paper cutters and/or other office equipment, use the machines 

in a safe work manner to avoid getting hands caught or lacerated. 
♦ If you are required to carry printed material, the weight should be limited to 25 lbs. 
♦ When carrying printed material, the material should be carried in a manner that provides 

you with a clear visual path of the direction you are walking. 
♦ When ascending or descending steps, or stairs, use the handrail to give support and 

balance. Be particularly careful when wearing high heels.  
♦ Walk; do not run, in halls, rooms, and passageways or on steps/stairs. Always keep to the 

right and approach corridor intersections carefully. Open doors slowly. Do not go into rooms 
or use stairways that are not properly lighted. 

♦ Do not place or stack material or objects, which will obstruct pathways to work area, aisles 
or walkways. 

♦ Watch for conditions and situations, which are likely to cause falls, such as objects on floors 
or stairways. 

♦ Report all unsafe conditions to your supervisor immediately. This includes broken furniture, 
broken glass, and defective office equipment. 
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PURPOSE OF PROGRAM 
 
The basic purpose of the program is to: 

♦ Ensure that if you sustain an industrial injury, you will receive adequate medical treatment 
to bring about a rapid recovery, without cost to you. 

♦ Ensure that if you sustain an industrial injury, you will receive temporary disability payments 
while receiving medical care and are unable to work. 

♦ Ensure that if you sustain an industrial injury you will be compensated for any permanent 
disability you may be left with as a result of the injury, including, if necessary, a life pension. 

♦ Ensure that you are provided vocational rehabilitation services if you are industrially injured 
and are permanently precluded, or are likely to be precluded, from engaging in your usual 
and customary occupation, or the position in which you were working at the time of injury, 
and you can reasonably be expected to benefit from a rehabilitation program. 

♦ Ensure that if you die as a result of an industrial injury, your dependents will be provided 
with compensation. 

♦ Ensure that if you sustain an industrial injury your employer or your employer’s workers’ 
compensation insurer will not discriminate against you because of the injury  

 
WHO ADMINISTERS THIS PROGRAM? 
 
Cortland County Community Action Program, Inc. and its insurance carrier administer this program. 
However, in carrying out their responsibilities they are under the control of the Office of Benefit 
Determination located within the Division of Workers’ Compensation, subject to the rights of all 
parties to bring their unresolved disputes to the Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board. 
 
WHO IS COVERED? 
 
Almost every employee in New York is protected by worker’s compensation, but there are a few 
exceptions. People in business for themselves and unpaid volunteers may or may not be covered. 
Similar laws cover railroad and maritime workers and federal employees. 
 
WHAT IS COVERED? 
 
Any injury or illness is covered if it is caused by your job. Everything from first aid type injuries to a 
serious accident is covered. 
 
Coverage is automatic and immediate. There is no qualifying period, no need to earn a certain 
amount in wages before you are covered; protection begins the first minute you are on the job. 
 
WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF AN INJURY 
 
We are very concerned about your safety; therefore, we have established the following agency 
policy/program: 
 
If you are injured on the job, you should do the following: 

♦ Notify your supervisor immediately. 
♦ Then make arrangements for the medical attention you may need. 

 
After you return from the doctor: 

♦ Contact your supervisor to complete the Accident/Injury Report and let us know how you 
are feeling. Contact the Human Resource Specialist to complete the Workers 
Compensation Employee Claim form (C-3) to insure your claim has been reported.  
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♦ We will take care of the rest of the paperwork. 
 
Selection of Doctor: 

♦ You may choose any doctor, podiatrist, chiropractor or psychologist referred by a medical 
doctor that accepts NY State Workers’ Compensation patients and is authorized by the 
Board, except in an emergency situation.  

 
 
BENEFITS 
 
The New York Workers’ Compensation Law provides you three kinds of benefits: 

♦ Medical treatment to cure the injury with no deductibles. 
♦ Tax-free payments to replace lost wages while you are temporarily disabled. Additional 

payments are made if the injury results in a permanent handicap or death. 
♦ Rehabilitation services if necessary to get you back to work. 

 
The New York State Legislature sets all benefits. The amount of the payments and when and how 
they are paid is part of state law. Only the State Legislature can change the amounts. 
 
BENEFIT PAYMENTS 
 
Doctor bills and hospital expenses will be paid directly by our insurance agency, so you should 
never see a bill. If by mistake you do receive a bill, please send it to us and we will make sure that 
the insurance agency gets it. 
 
If you are unable to work for more than seven days, including weekends, you are entitled to 
compensation. About two weeks after reporting the injury, you will receive a compensation check 
and will continue to receive a check every two weeks until the doctor says you can return to work. 
(Payment will not be made for the first seven days, however, unless you were hospitalized or 
unable to work for more than fourteen (14) days) then you may receive payment from day one. 
 
If you can return to work but your injury prevents you from earning the same wages you once did, 
you may be entitled to a benefit that will make up two-thirds of the difference. You may also return 
to work in light or alternate duty before you are fully healed if there is work available for you. This 
will be determined by your Program Director and the Human Resource Specialist.  
 
The amount of these checks will be two-thirds of your average wage, up to a maximum set by the 
State Legislature. It will not be the full amount of your regular paycheck, but there are no 
deductions and the payments are tax-free. 
 
 
STATE DISABILITY INSURANCE (SDI)  
 
Workers’ Compensation sometimes is confused with another state insurance program – State 
Disability Insurance (SDI). SDI covers OFF THE JOB injuries; Workers’ Compensation covers ON 
THE JOB injuries. 
 
 
TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES 
 
You will be reimbursed by the insurance agency for all reasonable expenses of transportation to 
secure medical care, medical examination and rehabilitation. You are entitled to mileage fees from 
your home to the place of treatment and/or examination and back at the agency’s current mileage 
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rate plus bridge tolls, if applicable. It is your responsibility to keep track of your mileage and submit 
a request for reimbursement.  
 
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS 
 
If you feel your questions have not been answered, you have the right to call the information and 
assistance consultants at the nearest office of the State of New York Division of Workers’ 
Compensation Board at (877)632-4996. They are available at no charge to answer questions and 
review problems.  
 
MORE ABOUT MEDICAL CARE 
 
Good medical care is important to you, your family and to us. Quality medical treatment is the 
quickest way to recovery. If first aid is readily available, get immediate treatment and report where, 
when and how the accident happened. If it is an emergency, get the best treatment available, and 
then report the injury to us as soon as possible. 
 
If additional medical care is necessary, workers compensation will arrange for it to be provided. 
You may be sent to a doctor you don’t know, but that doesn’t mean the physician is an “agency 
doctor”. He or she is in private practice and may be a specialist. In addition, the doctor will be 
familiar with workers’ compensation requirements and will report promptly so your benefits can be 
paid in a timely manner. 
 
AGENCY POLICY FOR ON THE JOB INJURIES 
 
We are very concerned about your safety, and have established these agency policies and 
procedures in the event you are injured on the job. It is very important that we know  
about all injuries immediately so that we can make sure that you are properly cared for.  
 
Therefore, please follow the instructions below when you have an injury. By doing so, we will be 
able to ensure that all benefits you are entitled to are provided in the timeframe due and you can 
avoid any disciplinary action for failure to comply with established agency policy. 
 
WHAT TO DO IF YOU ARE INJURED ON THE JOB 
 
The law says you must report every work-related injury, no matter how small. This is to ensure that 
you do not incur further harm. An example of this would be, not taking care of a minor cut that later 
becomes infected. Reporting your injury also helps ensure that any unsafe condition in the 
workplace can be investigated and corrected. A near miss could be the indication of a condition 
that could cause serious injury to the next person who performs that task. 
 
Report the injury to your supervisor immediately: 

♦ Your supervisor or his/her designated representative will either take care of the injury if it is 
a minor injury, or make sure you get to the proper medical facility for all necessary 
treatment. 

♦ When you report an injury your supervisor will advise you of the location of the nearest 
medical facility. 

 
We have made every effort to identify the best medical facilities in the area. Since we are 
concerned about your care, you are required to use that facility unless it is unavailable or other 
arrangements have been made previously. 
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After either being treated at the job or returning from the designated medical facility, your 
supervisor will ask for your help in filling out the Accident/Injury Report. Your cooperation is very 
important. We ask you to give your full attention to helping complete this form. 
 
We consider safety to be a full-time responsibility. You must be constantly on the alert to 
dangerous situations. Accidents do not always happen to someone else. 
 
Observation of an employee committing an unsafe act may result in a warning notice being 
completed. The office copy of the violation form will be retained in the employee’s personnel folder, 
and each time a new violation form is received, the employee’s file will be reviewed for previous 
violations. When previous violations appear during a twelve (12) month period, the following 
schedule of enforcement will be adhered to: 
 

♦ First Violation in 12 Months                         Counseling and Warning 
♦ Second Violation in 12 Months                    Letter of Reprimand/Warning 
♦ Third Violation in 12 Months                        Suspension 
♦ Fourth Violation in 12 Months                      Discharge 

 
Since CAPCO is an “at-will” employer, failure to follow safety guidelines while working or any 
unsafe act may not only result in a documented notice of unacceptable behavior, it could be 
grounds for immediate dismissal. 
 
CAPCO tries to take every precaution possible to assure safety to its employees. These 
precautionary measures will prove worthless without your complete cooperation. You should 
continue to read these guidelines again and again. 
 
The purpose of our agency’s disciplinary action is to help promote and ensure your safety on the 
job. Our policy is not intended to punish employees—its main purpose is to help maintain a safe 
work place for you and your fellow workers! 
 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PROGRAM 
 
The Injury and Illness Prevention (IIP) Program administrator, Greg Richards, has the authority and 
the responsibility for implementing and maintaining this IIP Program for Cortland County 
Community Action Program, Inc. 

Managers and supervisors are responsible for implementing and maintaining the IIP Program in 
their work areas and for answering employee questions about the IIP Program.  
 
COMPLIANCE 
 
All workers, including managers and supervisors, are responsible for complying with safe and 
healthful work practices. Our system of ensuring that all workers comply with these practices 
includes one or more of the following checked practices: 
X         Informing workers of the provisions of our IIP Program. 
X         Evaluating the safety performance of all workers. 
X         Recognizing employees who perform safe and healthful work practices. 
X         Providing training to workers whose safety performance is deficient. 
X         Disciplining workers for failure to comply with safe and healthful work 
           practices. 
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COMMUNICATION  
 
All managers and supervisors are responsible for communicating with all workers about 
occupational safety and health in a form readily understandable by all workers. Our communication 
system encourages all workers to inform their managers and supervisors about workplace hazards 
without fear of reprisal. 
Our communication system includes one or more of the following checked items: 
 
X         New employee orientation including a discussion of safety and health 
            policies and procedures. 
X         Review of our IIP Program. 
X         Training programs. 
 X        Regularly scheduled safety meetings. 
X         Posted or distributed safety information. 
X         A system for workers to anonymously inform management about 

              workplace hazards. 
_____ Our establishment has less than ten employees and communicates with 

              and instructs employees orally about general safe work practices and  
              hazards unique to each employee's job assignment. 
 

HAZARD ASSESSMENT  
 
Periodic inspections to identify and evaluate workplace hazards shall be performed by a competent 
observer in the following areas of our workplace:  
Periodic inspections are performed according to the following schedule:  

♦ When we initially established our IIP Program;  
♦ When new substances, processes, procedures or equipment, which present potential new 

hazards are introduced into our workplace;  
♦ When new, previously unidentified hazards are recognized;  
♦ When occupational injuries and illnesses occur; and  
♦ Whenever workplace conditions warrant an inspection.  

 
 
 
ACCIDENT/EXPOSURE INVESTIGATIONS  
 
Procedures for investigating workplace accidents and hazardous substance exposures include:  

♦ Interviewing injured workers and witnesses;  
♦ Examining the workplace for factors associated with the accident/exposure;  
♦ Determining the cause of the accident/exposure;  
♦ Taking corrective action to prevent the accident/exposure from reoccurring; and  
♦ Recording the findings and actions taken.  

 
HAZARD CORRECTION  
 
Unsafe or unhealthy work conditions; practices or procedures shall be corrected in a timely manner 
based on the severity of the hazards. Hazards shall be corrected according to the following 
procedures:  

♦ When observed or discovered; and  
♦ When an imminent hazard exists which cannot be immediately abated without endangering 

employee(s) and/or property, we will remove all exposed workers from the area except 
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those necessary to correct the existing condition. Workers who are required to correct the 
hazardous condition shall be provided with the necessary protection.  

 
TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION  
 
All workers, including managers and supervisors, shall have training and instruction on general and 
job-specific safety and health practices. Training and instruction is provided:  

♦ When the IIP Program is first established;  
♦ To all workers given new job assignments for which training has not previously been 

provided;  
♦ Whenever new substances, processes, procedures or equipment are introduced to the 

workplace and represent a new hazard;  
♦ Whenever the employer is made aware of a new or previously unrecognized hazard;  
♦ To supervisors to familiarize them with the safety and health hazards to which workers 

under their immediate direction and control may be exposed; and  
♦ To all workers with respect to hazards specific to each employee's job assignment.  

 
General workplace safety and health practices include, but are not limited to, the following:  

♦ Implementation and maintenance of the IIP Program.  
♦ Emergency action and fire prevention plan.  
♦ Provisions for medical services and first aid including emergency procedures.  
♦ Prevention of musculoskeletal disorders, including proper lifting techniques.  
♦ Proper housekeeping, such as keeping stairways and aisles clear, work areas neat and 

orderly, and promptly cleaning up spills.  
♦ Prohibiting horseplay, scuffling, or other acts that tends to adversely influence safety.  
♦ Proper storage to prevent stacking goods in an unstable manner and storing goods against 

doors, exits, fire extinguishing equipment and electrical panels.  
♦ Proper reporting of hazards and accidents to supervisors.  
♦ Hazard communication, including worker awareness of potential chemical hazards, and 

proper labeling of containers.  
♦ Proper storage and handling of toxic and hazardous substances including prohibiting eating 

or storing food and beverages in areas where they can become contaminated.  
 
 
RECORD KEEPING  
We have checked one of the following categories as our record keeping policy.  
 
X         Category 1. Our establishment has twenty or more workers or has a workers' compensation 
experience modification rate of greater than 1.1 and is not on a designated low hazard industry list. 
We have taken the following steps to implement and maintain our IIP Program:  
Records of hazard assessment inspections, including the person(s) conducting the inspection, the 
unsafe conditions and work practices that have been identified and the action taken to correct the 
identified unsafe conditions and work practices, are recorded on a hazard assessment and 
correction form; and  
Documentation of safety and health training for each worker, including the worker's name or other 
identifier, training dates, type(s) of training, and training providers are recorded on a worker training 
and instruction form.  
Inspection records and training documentation will be maintained according to the following 
checked schedule:  
X         For one year, except for training records of employees who have worked for less than one 
year which are provided to the employee upon termination of employment; or  
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_____ Since we have less than ten workers, including managers and supervisors, we only 
maintain inspection records until the hazard is corrected and only maintain a log of instructions to 
workers with respect to worker job assignments when they are first hired or assigned new duties.  
 
_____ Category 2. Our establishment has fewer than twenty workers and is not on a designated 
high hazard industry list. We are also on a designated low hazard industry list or have a workers' 
compensation experience modification rate of 1.1 or less, and have taken the following steps to 
implement and maintain our IIP Program:  
1. Records of hazard assessment inspections; and  
2. Documentation of safety and health training for each worker.  
Inspection records and training documentation will be maintained according to the following 
checked schedule:  
_____ For one year, except for training records of employees who have worked for less than one 
year which are provided to the employee upon termination of employment; or  
_____ Since we have less than ten workers, including managers and supervisors, we maintain 
inspection records only until the hazard is corrected and only maintain a log of instructions to 
workers with respect to worker job assignments when they are first hired or assigned new duties.  
 
_____ Category 3. We are a local governmental entity (county, city, district, or and any public or 
quasi-public corporation or public agency) and we are not required to keep written records of the 
steps taken to implement and maintain our IIP Program.  
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND RECEIPT 
 
This will certify I have received a copy of the “Injury and Illness Prevention Program”. I 
agree to read and review the Injury and Illness Prevention Program and I will be guided by 
the information contained herein throughout my employment. 
 
I understand that violation of these rules could endanger others or me. I also understand 
that if I do not abide by these rules, I could be dismissed from my job. 
 
I certify that in case I am injured while in the course of my work, I will report the injury to 
my supervisor immediately and will obtain authorization before reporting to the doctor for 
medical attention. I also agree to obtain first aid for every injury, no matter how slight.  
 
I also understand the use of drugs and/or intoxicating beverages is strictly prohibited and 
that I may be checked for drugs and/or alcohol if I’m injured on the job. 
 
My signature certifies that I have received a copy of the Injury and Illness Prevention 
Program and agree to read and follow the policies described therein to the best of my 
ability. I understand I may talk to my supervisor or the Human Resource Specialist if I have 
any questions about any material contained herein. 
 
 
 
Employee’s Name (Print)                                                     Date 
 
 
 
Employees’ Signature 
 
 
 
Witness Name (Print)                                                           Date 
 
 
Witness Signature                                                                Witness Title 
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